Frequently Asked Questions about Campership Applications (FAQ’s)

Can the application be filed “on-line” or electronically? - No, because of the sensitive information, this is not possible.

Can I put more than one family member on the same application? - No, make out a separate application for each scout.

What if I don’t know if my scout will get unit support for summer camp? - Ask your unit leadership. This information is needed to fairly judge all applicants’ needs.

Do I have to answer all the questions? - Yes, if the form is not fully completed, it cannot be processed.

How are the applications processed? - All the data is entered on a spread sheet that assigns a weight or value to each entry. “Special circumstances” or “critical needs” are also assigned a value and are included in the process.

What camps and summer programs are covered? Funds from this program are only for our Council Camps: Scouthaven, Schoellkopf, Birchbark and NYLT. National Camps and Programs have their own campership and support systems.

What if our circumstances change or I can’t get it submitted by March 1st? The more applications that we have by March 1st, the sooner we can complete the process. We will certainly take applications after that and will also consider changed circumstances as they arise. We will try to handle these issues as thoroughly as possible.